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Maintaining Defender’s Reputation in Anomaly
Detection Against Insider Attacks

Nan Zhang, Wei Yu, Xinwen Fu, and Sajal K. Das

Abstract—We address issues related to establishing a defender’s
reputation in anomaly detection against two types of attackers:
1) smart insiders, who learn from historic attacks and adapt their
strategies to avoid detection/punishment, and 2) naïve attackers,
who blindly launch their attacks without knowledge of the history.
In this paper, we propose two novel algorithms for reputation
establishment—one for systems solely consisting of smart insiders
and the other for systems in which both smart insiders and naïve
attackers are present. The theoretical analysis and performance
evaluation show that our reputation-establishment algorithms
can significantly improve the performance of anomaly detection
against insider attacks in terms of the tradeoff between detection
and false positives.

Index Terms—Anomaly detection, game theory, insider attack.

I. INTRODUCTION

INSIDER attacks are launched by malicious users who are
entrusted with authorized (i.e., insider) access of a system.

From stealing corporate data to propagating malware, it is
known that insider attacks form 29% of all reported electronic
crimes [1] and lead to massive damage [2].

A lot of research has been conducted on anomaly detection
against insider attacks [1], [3], where the objective is to de-
tect deviation from a predetermined model of normal system
behavior. However, since an insider has authorized access and
extensive knowledge of the victim system, it can be more dif-
ficult to separate normal system behavior from insider attacks
than the external ones. Because of this, experimental studies
show that many generic approaches for anomaly detection
suffer from a high false-positive rate to effectively detect insider
attacks [3].

There exist two possible approaches to tackle this challenge.
The first approach is to focus on the behavior of inside attackers
and design new anomaly detection techniques. Most of the
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existing research belongs to this category. Unfortunately, the
state of the art cannot yet provide a satisfiable solution [3]–[5].
The other approach is not to revise the existing anomaly de-
tection techniques but to build upon them novel game-theoretic
techniques to exploit the weakness of the objective of inside
attackers [6], particularly the fear of detection. We focus on this
approach in this paper.

Significant research has been done on the game-theoretic
modeling of intrusion detection and network security systems
[6]–[12]. It has frequently been observed that an attacker’s
strategy depends on not only its own objective but also the
“toughness” of the defender (i.e., the defender’s willingness
to enforce security, even at the expense of false positives).
However, to the best of our knowledge, meager attention has
been paid on the establishment and maintenance of a defender’s
reputation of toughness to force the attackers to abandon their
attacks. Traditionally, the reputation concept was introduced
to model the trustworthiness of a suspicious party (from the
perspective of an honest party) and has been used in a game-
theoretic framework to enforce cooperation in distributed sys-
tems [13]. In this paper, we investigate the establishment of
a defender’s reputation of toughness (from the perspective of
the attackers) and its impact on the intrusion detection against
insider attacks.

We consider the interactions between the defender and (nu-
merous) attackers as a repeated game. Our basic idea is for
the defender to carefully choose its strategy in the beginning
to establish a desired reputation of toughness (i.e., willing-
ness to detect and punish attackers, even with a high cost
of false alarms), which may force the upcoming attackers to
drop their attacks and lead to a lower cost in the long run.
A typical real-world example of this strategy is the police
surge against criminal activities aimed at intimidating potential
criminals and reducing crimes further. The theoretical foun-
dations of this strategy, particularly the role of reputation in
repeated games, have been studied in the literature of game
theory [14], [15].

In this paper, we investigate the application of reputation es-
tablishment to defend against insider attackers. To successfully
establish a reputation of toughness for thwarting insider attacks,
the defender faces two critical challenges.

1) The defender does not have perfect knowledge about the
outcome of its interactions with the attackers or even
the existence of such interaction at all. For example,
unlike the real-world criminal defense scenario where
most criminal activities (e.g., murder and robbery) are
immediately observable, in many computer security ap-
plications, the defender might not be aware of an attack
that has successfully evaded detection. Without such
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knowledge, the defender cannot determine when a round
of interaction starts or ends and thus cannot use many
existing reputation-establishment strategies [16].

2) Not all attackers are rational players as assumed in most
game-theoretic studies. Instead, a number of them may be
irrational or naïve attackers who simply do not care about
being detected. A major threat posed by such “naïve”
attackers is that they can easily destroy any reputation
established by the defender. Consider an inside attacker
that restrains its attack due to the defender’s reputation
of toughness. If a “naïve” attacker attacks and evades
detection (and the insider learns about the outcome), then
the insider may infer that the defender is actually “softer”
than its reputation and thus restart launching its attacks.

To address the aforementioned two challenges, in this paper,
we consider the real scenario where the defender can only
observe detections but has no knowledge of the undetected
attacks. The attackers may be a combination of “smart” ones,
who adapt their attacking strategies based on knowledge of
the defensive mechanism to avoid detection, and also naïve
ones, who do not care about being detected. These two types
of attackers may also collude to share their observations of the
system. To this end, our contributions can be summarized as
follows.

1) When the system solely consists of smart insiders, we
propose a new reputation-establishment algorithm (Algo-
rithm A in Section IV) that adapts the defensive strategy
to significantly improve the tradeoff between detection
and false positives. In particular, our algorithm estab-
lishes a reputation of toughness for the defender.

2) When naïve attackers are present in the system, we prove
a negative result that no defensive mechanism without the
knowledge of undetected attacks can establish and main-
tain a reputation of toughness for a substantial amount of
time. Nevertheless, we show that, even in the presence of
naïve attackers, the defender could still improve the trade-
off between detection and false positives by introducing
uncertainty to its real objective and then establishing a
reputation for the uncertainty in a periodic fashion. We
present another novel reputation-establishment algorithm
(Algorithm B in Section V) that instantiates this idea.

3) We theoretically and quantitatively analyze the impact
of the aforementioned algorithms on improving detec-
tion and reducing false positives. Our evaluation results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces our system models. In Section III, we first intro-
duce a baseline game-theoretic formulation of the repeated
interactions between the defender and the inside attackers and
then introduce the defender’s reputation. Section IV considers a
system solely consisting of smart insiders, i.e., without naïve at-
tackers, and presents a new reputation-establishment algorithm
along with the theoretical analysis. In Section V, we deal with
a system with naïve attackers and then propose and analyze
a new reputation-establishment algorithm. The performance
evaluation of our proposed algorithms is shown in Section VI.
In Section VII, we briefly review the related work, followed by
the final remarks in Section VIII.

TABLE I
TABLE OF NOTIONS

Due to the space limitation, please refer to [17] for the proof
of all theorems in this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODELS

This section introduces our system models from the per-
spective of game theory. We first give the notions and define
the participating parties and then describe their strategies and
objectives.

A. Table of Notions

Table I shows a list of common notions that will be defined
and used in the later part of this paper.

B. Parties

In a system with both defense and attacks, there are two types
of parties: a defender D and m attackers A1, . . . ,Am. Without
loss of generality, we consider each attack to be launched by
a different attacker. Clearly, the defender is untrustworthy to
the attackers and vice versa. As we mentioned, the attackers
may be classified into two categories: Smart attackers are afraid
of being detected and therefore make the optimal attacking
decisions based on their knowledge of the defensive mecha-
nism. Naïve attackers, on the other hand, blindly launch attacks
without fear of being detected. Many naïve attackers are also
technically naïve, in that they only use existing attacking tools
detectable by signature-based intrusion detection techniques
[18]. However, there may also be a small number of naïve
attackers that are technically sophisticated and thus must be
addressed by anomaly detection [19].

C. Different Parties’ Strategies and Outcomes of the Game

1) Defender’s Strategy: The defender D relies on anom-
aly detection to detect the incoming attacks. Although the
specific defensive strategy depends on the anomaly detection
technique used, in general, the defender has to make a proper
tradeoff between the detection rate and the false-positive rate.
Recall that, generally, the detection rate increases as the false-
positive rate increases. Let us define γ ∈ [0, 1] to be a tradeoff
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parameter such that the higher the value of γ is, the smaller is
the false-positive rate, and hence, the smaller is the detection
rate. Without loss of generality, we normalize γ such that the
probability of detection of an attack is (1 − γ). Consequently,
when γ = 0, all attacks will be detected, while a large number
of false positives will be issued. When γ = 1, no attack will be
detected, while no false positive will be generated.

Note that, although γ appears to be a threshold that con-
trols the detection rate, it is not restricted to modeling simple
threshold-based anomaly detection techniques. For profile-
based anomaly detection techniques such as the ones that use
data mining or machine learning techniques [5], [20], γ can be
considered as a measure for the output of such algorithms (e.g.,
a minimum threshold on the predicted probability generated by
Bayesian detection algorithms [20]).

2) Attackers’ Strategy: The attackers’ strategy also varies
by the specific attack(s) launched. To form a generic model, we
consider a simple attacker strategy that determines whether to
launch an attack. An attacker may opt for a mixed strategy [21]
that randomly chooses between the two choices according to
a probability distribution. On the other hand, a naïve attacker
always launches the attack because it has no concern over
detection.

3) Outcome of the Game: The strategy combination of the
defender and an attacker determines the outcome of their inter-
action. In this paper, we consider the following four possible
outcomes.

a) An attack is launched and not detected.
b) An attack is launched and detected.
c) The attacker chooses not to launch the attack; no alarm is

issued.
d) No attack is launched, but a false alarm is issued.

In practice, other possibilities may exist. For example, the
defender might detect an attack but misidentify the type or
target of the attack. For the purpose of this paper, we assume
that the defender makes a Boolean decision of whether an
attack has been launched or not. Therefore, there are only four
possible outcomes: launched/detected, launched/not detected,
not launched/detected (false alarm), and not launched/not de-
tected. Only the first outcome can be observed by the defender.
An attacker, on the other hand, is able to observe all possible
outcomes based on its interaction with the defender.

As in many security studies, we consider the worst-case
scenario where an attacker may also learn about the outcomes
of (historic) interactions between the defender and other attack-
ers. This is particularly likely to happen for inside attackers
because they have the opportunity to observe the status of the
defense systems. We would like to note that, for the purpose
of this paper, what an attacker may directly observe from
historic interactions is only the outcomes but not the strategies
of the defender, i.e., the tradeoff parameter. Nevertheless, the
attacker may infer certain information about the strategy from
the outcomes, as we shall further discuss in the later part of this
paper.

D. Parties’ Objectives

1) Defender: The defender D has two objectives: 1) to
detect as many attacks as possible and 2) to reduce the number

of false positives. For each attacker Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ m), let lA(i) ∈
{0, 1} be the loss of the defender associated with Ai

lA(i) =

{ 1, if Ai launches an attack that is undetected
b, if Ai launches an attack that is detected
0, if Ai abstains.

We briefly elaborate on the value of b when an attack is
detected. We assume b ≥ 0 to capture the potential cost for
the defender to repair damages caused by the detected attack.
We also have b ≤ 1, because an undetected attack leads to
even greater damage (otherwise, the defender could simply
abandon any detection effort). According to the definition of
the tradeoff parameter γ (given in Section II-C), if Ai chooses
to attack, then the expected loss of the defender is E(lA(i)) =
γ + (1 − γ) · b. If Ai chooses to abstain, lA(i) = 0.

Let us now consider the loss of the defender from the false
alarms’ viewpoint. Notice that the labor-consuming process of
manually handling false alarms is one of the most important
challenges for intrusion detection systems. The more false
positives the anomaly detection module generates, the greater
is the resource (e.g., manpower) that the defender has to spend
to distinguish between false positives and real attacks, thus
punishing only real attackers. As such, false positives also lead
to losses of the defender. In particular, with a given anomaly
detection algorithm, such losses are independent of whether
there is an attack but solely depends on the value of γ. Let
lF (γ) ∈ [0, 1] be the loss from false positives in one time slot
with the tradeoff parameter γ. We have lF (0) = 1, lF (1) = 0,
and lF (·) monotonically decreasing with γ.

In the worst-case scenario, lF (·) may be a concave function
that leads to an unsatisfiable tradeoff between detection and
false-positive rates. Thus, we focus on this scenario in our
discussions but ensure our algorithms proposed in this paper
to be generic to all possible functions lF (·). We use l′F (·) to
denote the first-degree derivative of lF (·).

For a given time period [0, tD], the long-term utility function
of the defender is

uD =−βD ·
tD∑
t=1

(
δt · lF (γ(t))

)
−(1−βD)·

n∑
i=1

(
δti ·lA(i)

)
(1)

where γ(t) is the value of γ at time t, ti is the time when
Ai interacts with the defender, and n is the total number of
attackers. There are two additional parameters.

1) βD ∈ [0, 1], the preference parameter, measures the de-
fender’s preference between detection and false positives.
The greater βD is, the more are the concerns that the
defender has on false positives. In particular, a defender
with βD = 1 does not care about the loss from undetected
attacks, while a defender with βD = 0 does not care
about the loss from false positives. Intuitively, a lower βD
implies that the defender appears tougher from an inside
attacker’s perspective.

2) δ ∈ [0, 1], the discount factor [21], captures the fact that
an entity generally values the present payoffs more highly
than those in the future. In particular, the payoff is
discounted by a factor of δ after each time slot. In the
extreme case where δ = 1, the defender equally treats
present and future payoffs.

Notice that, in many real-world systems, the preference
parameter and the discount factor are inherent to the nature of
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the defender and do not change over time. Furthermore, notice
that uD ≤ 0. For a given tD, the objective of the defender is
to choose the strategy that maximizes its expected long-term
utility E(uD(tD)) (i.e., minimizes its expected loss).

2) Attacker: In an insider attack scenario, once a defender
detects an attack, it may easily identify the inside attacker
and punish the attacker in various ways (e.g., fire, arrest, and
prosecute the attacker). Thus, a smart insider aims to launch
an attack that will not be detected. In particular, we define its
utility function as

uA =

{ 1, if it launches an undetected attack
−βA, if it launches a detected attack
0, if it abstains

(2)

where βA is a predetermined insider preference parameter.
Since an insider is afraid of being detected, we have βA > 0.
The objective of a smart insider is to choose the strategy that
maximizes its expected utility. Note that no utility function is
defined for naïve attackers because they always launch their
attacks and can be considered as being irrational (i.e., they do
not choose the strategy that maximizes their utility).

III. DEFENDER’S REPUTATION AS INSIDERS’ ESTIMATION

OF DEFENDER’S PREFERENCE PARAMETER

Having defined the strategies and objectives of the defender
and the attackers, we now consider the role of the defender’s
reputation in their interactions. Although an insider may learn
the outcomes of historic interactions, it cannot directly observe
the defender’s preference parameter βD. The main objective of
this section is to study the impact of such uncertainty (βD) on
the strategy chosen by the insiders. To do so, we shall consider
two cases: a baseline system where the exact value of βD is
known to all attackers and a more practical system where βD
is hidden. The comparison between these two systems will
motivate us to define the defender’s reputation of toughness
as the insiders’ estimation of βD. The concepts defined in this
section will form the basis for the reputation-establishment
algorithms that we shall propose in Sections IV and V for
different types of anomaly detection systems.

A. Game-Theoretic Formulation

To formalize the defender’s reputation, we first propose a
game-theoretic formulation that models the interactions be-
tween the defender and the smart insiders as noncooperative
non-zero-sum [21] repeated games between one long-time
player (i.e., the defender) and numerous short-term players (i.e.,
the insiders). Since the attacker cannot observe the defender’s
tradeoff parameter γ and the defender is unaware of an attack
until/unless it is detected, the defender and the attacker can be
considered as simultaneously moving in each interaction.

To understand the impact of the defender’s preference pa-
rameter βD to an insider Ai’s strategy, we first consider the case
where Ai knows the exact value of βD. Recall that l′F (·) is the
first-degree derivative of the false-positive function lF (·). For
the simplicity of notation, define

β0 =
1∣∣∣l′F (

βA
1+βA

)∣∣∣ + 1
(3)

where βA is the insider’s preference parameter. The following
theorem depicts the unique Nash equilibrium of the game if the
defender has no loss from detected attacks (i.e., b = 0). We shall
generalize the theorem to the cases where b > 0 in a corollary.

Theorem 1: When b = 0, if an insider Ai knows the exact
value of βD, the unique Nash equilibrium of the game is formed
by a mixed attacking strategy of

Pr{Ai attacks} = min

⎛
⎝1,

βD ·
∣∣∣l′F (

βA
1+βA

)∣∣∣
1 − βD

⎞
⎠ (4)

and a defensive strategy of

γ =
{

1, if βD ≥ β0
βA

1+βA
, otherwise. (5)

Recall that the proof of all theorems in this paper is available
in [17]. When b > 0, it is extremely difficult to derive an
analytical expression of the Nash equilibrium for a generic
false-positive function lF (as in Theorem 1). Instead, we have
the following corollary for a special case where lF (γ) = 1 − γ.

Corollary 1: When b ∈ [0, 1], if an insider Ai knows the
exact value of βD, the unique Nash equilibrium of the game
is formed by a mixed attacking strategy of

Pr{Ai attacks} = min
(

1,
βD

(1 − βD)(1 − b)

)
(6)

and a defensive strategy of

γ =

{
1, if βD ≥ 1−b

2−b
βA

1+βA
, otherwise.

(7)

The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 1.
Note that, since the Nash equilibrium in the theorem and

the corollary represents a state where neither party can benefit
by unilaterally deviating from its own strategy [21], both Ai

and the defender will choose their corresponding strategies
specified in the Nash equilibrium. We can make the following
two observations from the Nash equilibrium.

First, a smart insider chooses its strategy based on the value
of βD. In particular, when βD is “tougher” than β0, the insiders
will be forced to drop some attacks due to fear of detection.

Second, unfortunately, the detection is not intimidating
enough to force the insiders to completely abstain. In fact,
unless the defender is willing to accept the maximum tolerable
level of false positives (i.e., γ = 0 and βD = 0), the insiders
will always launch an attack with a probability greater than 0.

These observations stand in contrast to what we are about to
analyze in the next section, for cases where the attackers do not
know the exact value of βD.

B. Defender’s Reputation

Note that, in a real system, an attacker cannot make a perfect
estimation of βD as in Theorem 1. This provides the defender
an opportunity to delude the insiders to believe in a false value
of βD, i.e., to establish a reputation desired by the defender.

We consider a generic definition of the defender’s reputation.
Intuitively, the defender should aim at establishing a tough
reputation (i.e., βD < β0) to force the attackers to abstain.
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Suppose that a smart insider Ai is capable of observing the
historic interactions between the defender and other (insider
or naïve) attackers A1, . . . ,Ai−1. We define the defender’s
reputation as follows.

Definition 1: The defender’s reputation of toughness from
the viewpoint of an insider Ai is defined as

rD(i) = Pr{βD < β0|outcomes for A1, . . . ,Ai−1}. (8)

The greater rD(i) is, the tougher the defender appears from
the perspective of Ai, and the more likely it is that Ai will
choose not to attack. We now analyze the probability of Ai

withholding its attack because of rD(i). In particular, consider a
simple case where the defender is either tough enough to accept
the maximum tolerable level of false positives (i.e., βD = 0)
or soft enough to be unwilling to generate any of them (i.e.,
βD = 1). We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 2: If βD is either 0 or 1, a smart insider will not
launch attack if and only if

rD(i) ≥ 1
βA + 1

. (9)

In this case, the unique Nash equilibrium of the game consists
of the following.

1) The tough defender (with βD = 0) sets γ = 0.
2) The soft defender (with βD = 1) sets γ = 1.
3) The smart insider chooses not to launch attack.
We can make two observations from Theorem 2. First, a

smart insider’s uncertainty of βD provides the defender an edge.
In fact, the insider is forced to deterministically drop its attack
when the defender’s reputation satisfies rD(i) ≥ 1/(βA + 1).

The second observation is a consequence of the first one
and is related to the change of rD(i) in repeated interac-
tions. Consider a system consisting of only smart insiders, i.e.,
without naïve attackers. As the game progresses, the value of
rD(i) may change. Nonetheless, once the reputation satisfies
rD(i) ≥ 1/(βA + 1) and forces Ai to abstain, the defender’s
reputation from the viewpoint of Ai+1 will remain the same as
rD(i)—because no attack has taken place to change it. Thus, in
a system without naïve attackers, as long as the defender can
achieve rD(i) ≥ 1/(βA + 1) once, all subsequent insiders will
be forced to abstain. This observation motivates our reputation-
establishment algorithms proposed in Section IV.

C. Sequential Equilibrium

To further illustrate the role of reputation in the repeated
games between the defender and the attackers, we derive a
sequential equilibrium of the game when there is no naïve
attacker in the system. Similar to Corollary 1, we consider
lF (γ) = 1 − γ and b ∈ [0, 1]. To simplify the expression of the
equilibrium, we consider the case where a defender is either
tough with βD = 0 or soft with βD = βs ∈ (0, 1]. The attacks
have a prior belief of Pr{βD = 0} = p. Both the defender
and all attackers have perfect knowledge of the outcomes of
interactions that have taken place. Let λ be the number of
attacks that have been launched.

Theorem 3: The following strategies constitute a sequential
equilibrium of the game.

1) A tough defender sets γ = 0.

Fig. 1. Change in γ and rD with λ.

2) If no attack has escaped detection and p(βA + 1)λ+1 < 1,
a soft defender sets

γ =
βA

βA + 1 − (βA + 1)λ+1p
. (10)

Otherwise, a soft defender sets γ = 1.
3) If there has been at least one attack that escaped detection,

an attacker always attacks. Otherwise, if p(βA + 1)λ+1 <
1, an attacker attacks with probability

Pr{Ai attacks} = min
(

1,
βs

(1 − βs)(1 − b)

)
. (11)

If p(βA + 1)λ+1 ≥ 1, an attacker abstains.

Theorem 3 indicates that a soft defender may establish its
reputation of toughness by behaving tougher in the initial
interactions. Fig. 1 depicts the change of γ and rD when λ
ranges from 1 to 10. The other parameters are set as p = 0.01
and βA = 0.5. As we can see, according to (10), the value of
γ increases with λ, which is the number of launched attacks,
until γ reaches 1. Correspondingly, the reputation of toughness
of the defender increases. When rD reaches 1/(βA + 1) (i.e.,
p(βA + 1)λ+1 ≥ 1), due to Theorem 2, the attackers abstain.

In comparison with the Nash equilibrium derived in
Corollary 1, the main benefit a soft defender receives from
the equilibrium in Theorem 3 is in the cases where the soft
defender has γ = 1 while the attacker abstains. In this case, the
reputation of toughness has been established for the defender,
and neither an attack nor a false positive would occur in the
system. One can see from Fig. 1 that, even if the attackers’ prior
belief of the defender being tough is extremely low (e.g., p =
0.01 in the figure), the reputation effect may still fairly quickly
predominate. Fig. 2 shows the probability for the reputation to
be established when βA ranges from 0.6 to 0.9 and p ranges
from 0.1 to 0.5. As we can see, the probability becomes higher
when the attacker are penalized more from detection (i.e., a
larger βA) or the prior belief of the defender being tough is
higher (i.e., a larger p).

While the sequential equilibrium derived in Theorem 3 theo-
retically verifies the effectiveness of reputation establishment,
it cannot directly be used in a practical anomaly detection
system. The reason is that the defensive strategy requires a soft
defender to know the number of launched attacks λ, which is
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Fig. 2. Probability of reputation establishment versus p.

unavailable in practice due to the reasons discussed in Section I.
In Sections IV and V, we develop our main ideas of two
practical reputation-establishment algorithms with the spirit
behind the sequential equilibrium.

IV. SYSTEMS WITHOUT NAÏVE ATTACKERS

In this section, we introduce a reputation-establishment al-
gorithm for systems solely consisting of smart insiders (i.e.,
without naïve attackers). The insiders may have knowledge of
the reputation-establishment algorithm but do not know (and
have to learn) the defender’s preference parameter βD. We first
describe our basic ideas and then present the detailed algorithm
and the theoretical analysis.

A. Basic Ideas

For the simplicity of discussions, in this section, let us call
a defender soft if βD ≥ β0 and tough if βD < β0, where β0 =
1/(|l′F (βA/(1 + βA))| + 1) is defined in (3). Our reputation-
establishment algorithm for systems without naïve attackers
consists of two steps: reputation building and reputation estab-
lished. Since the main objective is to establish the reputation of
toughness for a soft defender, we first describe these two steps
from a soft defender’s perspective.

Note that, in general, a tough defender chooses a lower
tradeoff parameter γ than a soft defender. Thus, the defender’s
reputation becomes tougher (i.e., rD(i) increases) when there
is a detection and becomes softer when there is a successful
attack. With our algorithm, the strategy of a soft defender is
to lower its tradeoff parameter γ in the early stage to detect a
large percentage of attacks and thereby establish a reputation of
toughness.

Clearly, the reputation-building step should end as soon as
the defender’s reputation of toughness rD exceeds a predeter-
mined threshold. However, note that, due to Bayes’ theorem
[22], such reputation is determined by not only the number
of detections but also the number of missed attacks, which
is unknown to the defender. Therefore, the soft defender has
to monitor the interarrival time of detections until it has a
high confidence that the reputation of toughness has properly
been established to the degree that prevents all subsequent
insider attacks from happening (e.g., when rD(i) ≥ 1/(βA + 1)

in Theorem 2). At this moment, the reputation-building step is
concluded, and the reputation-established step begins.

In the reputation-established step, a soft defender capitalizes
on the established reputation. In particular, it increases the
tradeoff parameter γ to the maximum value such that, facing
the established reputation, an insider will choose to abstain
(e.g., γ = 1 in Theorem 2). Clearly, by doing so, we can reduce
the number of false positives without sacrificing the detection
of attacks. Since the reputation will not change without an
attack, this value of γ can be maintained in a system without
naïve attackers. As such, a soft defender achieves a much better
tradeoff between detection and false positives in the long run.

B. Reputation-Establishment Algorithm for
Systems Without Naïve Attackers

Based on the aforementioned two steps, we now present a
detailed algorithm for reputation establishment.

Note that, to determine rD(i), we need to assume a prior
distribution of βD. Instead of considering a specific type of
distribution, which may not hold in practice, we again consider
only a single parameter p ∈ [0, 1] such that the prior distribution
of βD satisfies

Pr{βD < β0} = p. (12)

Both the defender and the insiders know p. If p > 1/(βA +
1), no smart insider will launch its attack because the defender’s
initial reputation rD(1) ≥ 1/(βA + 1). As such, we only need
to consider the cases where p < 1/(βA + 1).

Algorithm A: Reputation-establishment for systems without
naïve attackers

1:STATUS ← NULL.
2:repeat
3: if STATUS = ESTABLISHED then
4: γ ← 1 if βD ≥ β0; γ ← 0 if βD < β0.
5: else if βD ≥ β0 then
6: γ ← (1 − p)/(1 − p + βAp).
7: else if βD < β0 then
8: γ ← βAp/(1 − p + βAp).
9: end if
10: Set γ as the tradeoff parameter.
11: Wait until t > tD or an attack is detected.
12: if t > tD then
13: STATUS ← ESTABLISHED.
14: else
15: tD ← t + l0.
16: end if
17:until t > t0 AND STATUS = NULL

Algorithm A depicts our reputation-establishment algorithm
for systems without naïve attackers. The reputation-building
and reputation-established steps correspond to flags STATUS =
NULL and ESTABLISHED, respectively.

For the simplicity of notation, let us define

γS =
βAp

1 − p + βAp
. (13)
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In the reputation-building step, a soft defender assigns 1 −
γS to the tradeoff parameter γ (Line 6 in Algorithm A). A tough
defender chooses γ = γS (Line 8 in Algorithm A). These values
of γ hold throughout the reputation-building step.

In Algorithm A, we consider the reputation of toughness to
be established when rD ≥ 1/(1 + βA). The reason why such a
threshold can force all insiders to drop their attacks will be clear
after we discuss the reputation-established step in a moment.
Before that, we first briefly describe the possible interactions in
the reputation-building step. Initially, an insider will choose to
attack because its expected payoff satisfies

E (uA(1)) = p (γS − βA(1 − γS))

+ (1 − p) ((1 − γS) − βAγS) > 0 (14)

according to p < 1/(βA + 1) and βA < 1. However, if the very
first attack happens to be detected, there is

rD =
p · (1 − γS)

p · (1 − γS) + (1 − p) · γS
=

1
1 + βA

(15)

and thus, the reputation is established. If the first attack goes
undetected, rD will decrease, and the insiders will continue
launching attacks. However, (as we shall prove in the next
section) whenever the number of detections exceeds the number
of successful attacks, there will be

rD ≥ p · (1 − γS)
p · (1 − γS) + (1 − p) · γS

=
1

1 + βA
(16)

and the reputation is established. Clearly, the probability of an
established reputation increases with time. Nevertheless, this
also means that there is a possibility that the reputation cannot
be established after a long period of time, e.g., a predetermined
timeout threshold t0. In this case, the defender has to abandon
Algorithm A (Line 17) because after a large number of interac-
tions, the attackers may already have an accurate estimation of
the true value of βD. Fortunately, as shown by the quantitative
analysis in the next section, this case happens with a fairly small
probability.

Next, we consider how the defender makes the transition
from the reputation-building step to the reputation-established
step. With Algorithm A, the defender determines whether the
reputation has been established by monitoring the time that
elapsed since the last detection. Clearly, a prolonged period of
time without detection is extremely unlikely, unless the insid-
ers have stopped attacking. In particular, to model the attack
frequencies, we follow a common assumption that the attacks
from insiders form a Poisson process with an arrival rate (i.e.,
the number of attacks per time slot) of λI. We consider l0
as a predetermined threshold on the elapsed time. Since the
interarrival time of a Poisson process satisfies an exponential
distribution, for any c ∈ (0, 1), the defender has a confidence
of c that the reputation has properly been established if

l0 =
− ln(1 − c)

λIγS
. (17)

For example, the defender has confidence of c = 99% when
l0 = ln(100)/(λIγS). When l0 is satisfied, the defender sets
STATUS = ESTABLISHED and transfers from the reputation-
building step to the reputation-established step.

Fig. 3. Probability of established reputation with time t.

In the reputation-established step, a soft defender will set
γ = 0, while a tough one will set γ = 1 (Line 4 in Algorithm
A). Clearly, when rD ≥ 1/(1 + βA), no insider will choose to
launch an attack to the system due to Theorem 2.

The time complexity and the space complexity of Algorithm
A are both O(1). It is transparent to the underlying anomaly
detection technique and can readily be integrated with existing
anomaly detection systems against insider attacks.

C. Theoretical Analysis

We now present a quantitative analysis of the performance of
Algorithm A in three theorems. First, Theorem 4 shows that,
in a system without naïve attackers, no insider will choose
to attack if rD(i) ≥ 1/(βA + 1), which holds as long as the
number of detections exceeds the number of missed attacks.
Second, Theorem 5 shows a lower bound on the probability for
the reputation to be established within time t. Third, Theorem 6
shows that, with Algorithm A, the expected utility of a defender
is significantly higher than that with the (single-interaction)
optimal strategy derived in the Nash equilibrium in Theorem 1.

Theorem 4: In a system without naïve attackers, when the
number of detections exceeds the number of undetected attacks,
we have

rD(i) ≥ 1
1 + βA

(18)

and no insider will choose to launch its attack.
Let us now compute the probability of the reputation being

established at time t. Let erf(·) be the Gaussian error function.
Recall that λI is the arrival rate of smart insiders. We derive the
following theorem.

Theorem 5: With Algorithm A, the probability that rD ≥
1/(1 + βA) at time t < t0 is given by

f(t) ≥ 1
2(1 − γS)

− 1 − 2γS
2(1 − γS)

· erf
(

tλI(1 − 2p)2

8p(1 − p)

)
. (19)

In particular

lim
t→∞

f(t) ≥ pβA/(1 − p). (20)

Fig. 3 depicts the numerical values of f(t) when λI = 1,
t varies from 0 to 50, p = 0.5, and βA = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and
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0.9, respectively. As observed from the figure, the probability
of the status being established fairly quickly increases with t.
Thus, a soft defender can most likely establish its reputation
of toughness after only a few attacks have been launched
to the system. For example, when βA = 0.9, there is a 72%
probability that no more than ten attacks (corresponding to
t = 10 in the figure due to λI = 1) will be launched and an 84%
probability that no more than 50 attacks will be launched. We
can also observe from the figure that the value of f(t) grows
faster for a higher value of βA. Intuitively, this means that an
insider that receives a higher penalty from detection (i.e., has a
higher preference parameter βA) is more likely to abandon its
attack while facing Algorithm A.

Let u0(βD) be the expected utility of the defender in the Nash
equilibrium derived in Theorem 1. Based on Theorems 4 and 5,
we have the following theorem on the expected utility of the
defender.

Theorem 6: With Algorithm A in place, when t0 is suf-
ficiently large, the expected payoff of a soft defender with
preference parameter βS

D satisfies

lim
t→∞

uD(t)
tλI

≥ 1 − p − pβA
1 − p

· u0

(
βS
D
)
− (1 − βD) · e−l0λIγS .

(21)

The expected payoff of a tough defender with preference
parameter βT

D satisfies

lim
t→∞

uD(t)
tλI

= u0

(
βT
D
)
. (22)

Note that, for a soft defender

limt→∞
uD(t)

tλI

u0

(
βS
D
) ≈ 1 − p − pβA

1 − p
(23)

which could be very small in practice. For example, in Fig. 3,
when p = 0.5 and βA = 0.9, we have (1 − p − pβA)/(1 −
p) = 0.1. After using Algorithm A, the loss of a soft defender
is reduced to only 10% of the original loss according to the
(single-interaction) optimal strategy.

D. Remarks

Based on the aforementioned discussions, we make the fol-
lowing two key observations on a system that solely consists of
(informed) inside attackers.

1) In such a system, the defender has a high probability of
successfully preventing all attacks from happening (by
establishing a reputation of toughness) after a few rounds
of interactions. In particular, Algorithm A has probability
of at least pβA/(1 − p) of stopping all attacks.

2) Once an inside attacker withdraws its attack, no subse-
quent insider will resume attacking the defender.

V. SYSTEMS WITH NAÏVE ATTACKERS

This section deals with systems with naïve attackers. Note
that naïve attackers may bring significant damage to a system
using Algorithm A. To see this, recall that, without naïve
attackers, no insider will launch an attack in the reputation-
established step. However, a naïve attacker will always launch

an attack regardless of the reputation, and for a soft defender,
which has set γ = 1, the attack will always succeed. As such,
a smart insider that colludes with (or observes) the naïve
attacker will realize that the defender is actually soft and
then (re)start attacking the system. Clearly, a naïve attacker
may destroy the reputation and enable future attacks from
insiders.

While it is intriguing to improve Algorithm A to address
naïve attackers, in this section, we shall provide a negative
result that shows that no algorithm can hide the defender’s
preference parameter βD without significantly reducing the
utility of soft and/or tough defenders. Thus, no reputation about
βD could be maintained for a prolonged period of time.

However, this does not mean that the reputation-
establishment idea is useless for systems with naïve attackers.
To show this, we will introduce a new reputation-establishment
algorithm. This time the insiders have knowledge of not only
the presence of the algorithm but also the exact value of βD.
Our algorithm introduces additional uncertainty (particularly a
randomly generated parameter βR) to the defender’s strategy
and then establishes a reputation on the new uncertain
parameter. We shall again provide a quantitative analysis that
demonstrates the effectiveness of the new algorithm.

A. Negative Result

Before presenting the negative result, we first illustrate the
rationale behind it. Note that, since the defender can observe
nothing but detections, its strategy can be represented as a
sequence of tradeoff parameters 〈γ1, . . . , γn〉, where γi is the
expected value of γ between the (i − 1)th and the ith detec-
tions. Consider a tough defender with sequence γT

i and a soft
one with sequence γS

i . If the defender successfully maintains
a reputation on βD, then an insider should not be able to
distinguish between γT

i and γS
i .

However, the insider can also make observations. In par-
ticular, it may learn a sequence 〈d1, . . . , dn〉, where di is the
number of successful attacks between the (i − 1)th and ith
detections. Clearly, di can be considered as a random variable
drawn from a distribution determined by γi. Due to the central
limit theorem, given sufficient amounts of observations (i.e.,
with a sufficiently large n), unless the distributions for γT

i and
γS

i are the same, the insider can always use di to distinguish
between tough and soft defenders. In particular, the more
disparate the values of γT

i and γS
i , the shorter amount of time

the insider needs to make the distinction.
If we set γT

i = γS
i , then either a tough or soft defender

must have a significantly lower utility than its single-interaction
optimal strategy. The reason is that these two types of defenders
have different preferences (i.e., βD) between the detection and
false-positive rates. As such, the design of the defensive mech-
anism faces a dilemma: either make γT

i and γS
i close to each

other, at the expense of damaging the utility of the defender,
or make γT

i and γS
i divergent but allow the insider to quickly

learn the real value of βD. Suppose that the attacks from naïve
attackers also form a Poisson process with an arrival rate (i.e.,
number of attacks per time slot) of λN. The following theorem
formalizes such dilemma.

Theorem 7: A smart insider can always learn βD with confi-
dence c within time t unless either the tough or the soft defender
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have an average utility per inside attacker that satisfies

uD(t)
tλI

≤
∣∣∣∣12 − βD

∣∣∣∣ ·
√

1 − (1 − c)
2

tλN − 1
2
. (24)

The theorem yields

uD(t)
tλI

< max(−βD, βD − 1). (25)

The right side of this inequality is the utility that a defender
can receive by simply choosing γ = 0 if tough and γ = 1 if
soft. Thus, either the tough or soft defender must sacrifice its
utility to hide βD. In particular, the lower the c or the longer the
t that the defender requires, the greater must such sacrifice be.

B. Defense Against Naïve Attackers

In this section, we extend the reputation-establishment idea
to systems with naïve attackers. Clearly, the previous definition
of reputation (i.e., rD) is no longer applicable due to the nega-
tive result that shows the impossibility of hiding the defender’s
preference parameter for a prolonged period of time. Thus, we
first introduce a new reputation of toughness for the defender
and then describe the basic ideas of our algorithm. After that,
we present the detailed steps and the quantitative analysis.

1) Basic Ideas: Since the defender’s preference parameter
βD cannot be hidden for a prolonged period of time when there
exist naïve attackers in the system, we directly consider the
worst-case scenario where βD is already known by all attackers.
Clearly, if we would still like to force the insiders to drop their
attacks, the defensive strategy (i.e., the tradeoff parameter γ)
should not uniquely be determined by βD. Instead, the defender
must introduce additional uncertainty to its decision-making
process and then build a reputation of toughness around that
uncertainty.

Our basic idea is for the defender to first “simulate” its
preference parameter βD by a random variable βR and then
determine its defensive strategy based on (the toughness of) βR
instead of βD. In particular, we consider a mixed strategy of
βR = 0 or 1. From the defender’s perspective, βR with a proper
distribution (e.g., βR = 1 with a probability of βD) can be
considered as equivalent to βD. From an insider’s perspective,
however, βR introduces additional uncertainty that the insider
has to guess based on the historic interactions. In particular, a
defender with βR = 0 is tougher than one with βR = 1. This
uncertainty provides the defender an opportunity to establish a
reputation of toughness around βR.

Formally, we redefine the reputation of a defender as follows.
Definition 2: In a system with naïve attackers, the defender’s

reputation of toughness from the view of an insider Ai is
defined as

rR(i) = Pr{βR < β0|outcomes for A1, . . . ,Ai−1}. (26)

Based on this definition, the basic steps of our reputation-
establishment algorithm for systems with naïve attackers can
be described as follows. Similar to Algorithm A, there are
two steps: reputation building and reputation established.
The reputation-building step is essentially the same as in
Algorithm A, with the exception of replacing βD with βR.
A defender with βR = 1 behaves tougher in the initial stage

of anomaly detection to build its reputation of toughness
(i.e., rR ≥ 1/(1 + βA)) and then capitalizes on it in the long
run. The defender monitors the time elapsed since the last detec-
tion to determine whether the reputation has been established.

However, the reputation-established step is different from
Algorithm A. In Algorithm A, once the reputation is estab-
lished, a soft defender makes no effort for detection (by setting
γ = 1) because it is assured that no insider will launch attacks.
However, in a system with naïve attackers, such guarantee no
longer holds because the reputation established on βR could
still be destroyed by a naïve attacker. Thus, instead of setting
γ = 1, we set γ to a value close to but not exactly equal to 1.
This way, once the reputation is destroyed and the insiders
resume their attacks, the defender can detect such failure of
reputation.

Once the reputation is destroyed, the defender must recover
from it and reestablish its reputation. Somewhat surprisingly,
this is an extremely easy task. The only thing the defender needs
to do is to regenerate a new random value for βR according
to the original distribution. Clearly, by doing so, all historic
interactions become useless for an insider to estimate the new
βR, and the system rolls back to the reputation-building step.

Note that the utility of a defender depends on the interarrival
time of naïve attackers. This is because the defender can only
gain on the reputation in the reputation-established step, which
ends when an attack from naïve attackers is not detected. Thus,
the length of the reputation-established step is proportional
to the interarrival time of naïve attackers. Clearly, if the in-
terarrival time is too short, the algorithm will keep restarting
the reputation-building step and thus not be able to generate
profit for the defender. Fortunately, according to Section II,
only a small number of naïve attackers need to be addressed by
anomaly detection. Thus, the interarrival time of naïve attackers
can be much longer than that of the (potential) insiders that
could launch attack at every time slot.

Additionally, when naïve attackers are present, the utility of
a soft defender after reputation establishment will not be as
good as its utility in systems without naïve attackers. This is
because, to establish a reputation of toughness, a soft defender
has to simulate a tough defender by generating βR = 0 with a
positive probability. We shall show in the quantitative analysis
that, when the interarrival time of naïve attackers is sufficiently
long, the expected payoff of a soft defender is still significantly
higher than the (single-interaction) optimal strategy derived in
Theorem 1.

C. Reputation-Establishment Algorithm

Based on the basic ideas introduced earlier, a detailed al-
gorithm is presented for reputation establishment in systems
with naïve attackers, as depicted in Algorithm B. In particular,
the defender randomly generates βR based on the following
distribution (Line 1 in Algorithm B):

βR =
{

0, with probability of p = 1 −
√

βD
1, otherwise.

(27)

As we shall show in the theoretical analysis, this distribution
of βR maximizes the expected payoff of the defender. The rest
of the algorithm is the same as in Algorithm A with only two
exceptions. First, we determine the defensive strategy γ based
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on the randomly generated βR instead of the real βD. Second,
as we mentioned earlier, in the reputation-established step, we
set γ = 1 − p0 and p0, where 0 < p0  1 instead of 1 and 0 in
Algorithm A, respectively.

Algorithm B: Reputation-establishment for systems with
naïve attackers

1:Randomly choose βR as 1 with probability of
√

βD and 0
otherwise.

2:STATUS ← NULL. i ← 0. d ← 0.
3:repeat
4: if STATUS = ESTABLISHED then
5: γ ← 1 − p0 if βR = 1, γ ← p0 if βR = 0.
6: else if βR = 1 then
7: γ ← (1 − p)/(1 − p + βAp).
8: else if βR = 0 then
9: γ ← βAp/(1 − p + βAp).
10: end if
11: Wait until t > tD or an attack is detected.
12: if t > tD then
13: STATUS ← ESTABLISHED.
14: else if STATUS = ESTABLISHED then
15: Goto 1;
16: else
17: tD ← t + l0.
18: End if
19:until t > t0 AND STATUS = NULL
20:Goto 1;

D. Theoretical Analysis

In analogy to the analysis of Algorithm A, we analyze
Algorithm B in three steps. First, in Theorem 8, we prove
that no insider will choose to attack the system when rR(i) >
1/(1 + βA), and there is always rR(i) > 1/(1 + βA) if the
number of detections exceeds the number of successful at-
tacks. Second, in Theorem 9, we show that the probability
of STATUS = ESTABLISHED fairly quickly increases with t.
Finally, in Theorem 10, we derive the expected payoff of a
defender with Algorithm B and show that it is substantially
higher than that in the Nash equilibrium in Theorem 1.

Theorem 8: With Algorithm B, an insider Ai will abstain if

rR(i) >
1

βA + 1
(28)

which holds as long as the number of detections exceeds the
number of undetected attacks.

Theorem 9: When t is sufficiently large, with Algorithm B,
the probability that no insider would launch attack at time t
satisfies

pE ≥
1/λN∫
0

λNe−λNt

2(1 − γS)

×
(

1 − (1 − 2γS) · erf
(

tλI(1 − 2p)2

8p(1 − p)

))
dt. (29)

In particular, when λN  λI, we have pE ≥ βA/(6 − 6p).

Theorem 10: When Algorithm B is used, if λN  λI, the
expected payoff of the defender satisfies

lim
n→∞

uD
n

≥ u0(βD) +
βA(1 −

√
βD)

6
√

βD

(
1 − 2βD + β

3/2
D

)
(30)

which is maximized over all possible values of p.

E. Summary of Findings and Implications in Practice

Based on the aforementioned discussions, we make the fol-
lowing two key observations on systems with naïve attackers,
which always blindly launch an attack.

1) The defender can no longer obscure its real degree of
toughness (and hence establish a “tougher” reputation)
by manipulating its strategy. In particular, for any p ∈
[0, 1], we derived an upper bound on the number of
interactions required for an insider to learn the real degree
of toughness of the defender with a confidence of c.

2) Nonetheless, the idea of establishing a defender’s reputa-
tion can still reduce the probability of insiders launching
attacks, even in a system with naïve attackers. The key
idea for the proposed reputation-establishment algorithm
is that the defender should no longer establish a reputation
of toughness for its utility function, because the real value
of βD will be learned by an inside attacker within a short
period of time. Instead, the defender should introduce
additional uncertainty by a new “behavior toughness”
parameter βR and then establish a reputation for this new
parameter. The premise here is that, unlike the real tough-
ness degree, which is an inherent property of the defender
and cannot be changed, the behavior toughness degree
is simply a man-made parameter that can (randomly) be
revised once learned by the adversary. We adopted this
idea in Algorithm B and derived a lower bound on the
probability for an inside attacker to withdraw its attack
due to the established reputation of toughness.

We now discuss the application scenarios for the two algo-
rithms (Algorithms A and B) we proposed in this paper. These
two algorithms differ in whether naïve attackers—i.e., those
that are technically sophisticated to launch insider attacks while
not suffering significant loss from being detected—may appear
in the system. If no such adversary exists, Algorithm A should
be used. If such adversary may exist or a determination cannot
be made, the system administrator should choose Algorithm B
because this algorithm can be used in both cases (but cannot
achieve as good performance as Algorithm A in systems with-
out naïve adversaries).

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we present the performance evaluation of our
reputation-establishment algorithms.

A. Reference Algorithms

Although our reputation-establishment approach is trans-
parent to the underlying anomaly detection techniques, for
the purpose of conducting experimental studies, we need to
choose concrete anomaly detection algorithms for comparison
purposes. In this paper, we consider two anomaly detection
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algorithms from [5] as the reference (baseline) algorithms and
use them as black boxes in our implementation.

We now briefly describe the baseline algorithms and explain
our reasons for choosing them. The algorithms in [5] were
designed to monitor system calls for detecting insider attacks.
Both of them first measure the normal profile of system call
sequences and then detect deviations from it in the monitored
calls as anomalies. One algorithm, namely, the histogram (HT)
algorithm, measures the frequency count of system call names
(e.g., open or fork) and issues an alert if the absolute difference
between the normal and monitored frequencies exceeds a user-
determined threshold.

The other algorithm, namely, the parameter-driven (PD)
algorithm, measures not only the system call names but also
their input/output parameters. An anomaly alert is issued if
the categorical Hamming distance between the normal and
monitored profiles exceeds a user-determined threshold. One
can see that both algorithms are statistical anomaly detection
algorithms, each featuring a user-controllable threshold that
makes a tradeoff between the detection and false-positive rates.

There are three main reasons why we selected the HT/PD
algorithms as the reference algorithms in our experiments.

1) The HT/PD algorithms are among the few anomaly detec-
tion algorithms that were specifically designed for insider
attackers. As such, the application domains of HT/PD
algorithms fit well within the scope of this paper.

2) The design of the HT/PD algorithms features an attractive
idea of utilizing well-tested anomaly detection algorithms
for external attackers (e.g., based on monitored system
calls) to defend against insiders attacks. In addition, our
approach proposed in this paper is capable of further
improving their performance to a satisfiable level. The
prospect of utilizing external-attack-detection algorithms
against insider attacks is a strong motivation for our
selection of the HT/PD algorithms in this paper.

3) The experiments reported in [5] contain a comprehensive
set of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for
different parameter settings on the HT/PD algorithms.
This enables us to thoroughly evaluate the impact of
incorporating our algorithms with theirs.

B. Evaluation Methodology

We conducted extensive experiments using the same settings
as the anomaly detection algorithms in [5]. In particular, the
HT/PD algorithms were used to detect illegal users who attempt
to download and install malware through web browsers. Please
refer to [5] for a detailed description of the normal profile of
system calls, the synthetic generator for insider activities, and
the baseline performance of the HT/PD algorithms.

We evaluated the performance of our proposed Algorithms A
and B based on the HT/PD reference algorithms. We consider
a total time length of 10 000 s and an insider arrival rate of
λI = 0.1. Recall from Section II that, in real-world systems,
most naïve attackers are also technically naïve and therefore can
be detected by signature-based intrusion detection techniques.
Thus, the arrival of naïve attacks that need to be addressed by
anomaly detection is usually less frequent than the insiders,
who might launch their attacks at any time. As such, we assume
a lower arrival rate λN for naïve attackers. In particular, the

Fig. 4. ROC curves of Algorithm A and the reference algorithms (βA =
0.5.p = 0.5).

default value of λN is set to 0.01 and varied between 0.001 and
0.011 in an experiment to test the change of the performance of
our algorithms when the insider and naïve attacker arrival rates
have different ratios.

Recall that l0 is the length of the waiting period until the
defender believes in the establishment of its reputation. We
compute the value of l0 based on 99% confidence. Furthermore,
recall that the expiration time t0 is the timeout threshold for the
defender to abandon its attempt to establish reputation. In our
experiments, we set t0 = 1000. Note that the performance of
our algorithm is insensitive to t0, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. In
Algorithm B, we set p0 = 0.1.

The performance of our two algorithms is compared with the
reference algorithms based on the ROC curve, which is widely
used to measure the tradeoff between the detection/prevention
rate and the false-positive rate. In this case, we have six variants:
reference HT, reference PD, Algorithm-A HT, Algorithm-A
PD, Algorithm-B HT, and Algorithm-B PD. We define the
detection/prevention rate as the percentage of attackers that
either choose not to attack or launch attacks that are detected.
The false positive rate is the normalized number of generated
false positives.

We apply the numerical results generated by Monte Carlo
simulation based on the Nash equilibrium derived in this paper.
Recall that the Nash equilibrium represents a state where nei-
ther player can benefit by unilaterally changing its strategy. The
numerical results shown in the following section actually rep-
resent the performance of our algorithms in this state and thus
can be used to demonstrate the real performance of anomaly
detection systems adopting our algorithms.

C. Performance Evaluation for Algorithms A and B

The experiments in this section demonstrate the performance
improvement (in terms of the tradeoff between the detection
and false positive rates) gained by applying our reputation-
establishment algorithms to the baseline HT/PD algorithms. In
the next section, the experimental data will further explain the
reasons for such improvement by demonstrating the change in
the defender’s strategy and reputation during the execution of
our algorithms.

Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the ROC curves of
Algorithm A and the two reference algorithms when βA = 0.5,
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Fig. 5. False-positive rates of Algorithm A with varying βA (when p = 0.5).

Fig. 6. ROC curves of Algorithm B and the reference algorithms (βA =
0.5. βD = 0.5.).

p = 0.5, and βD = 0.5. In general, the larger the area under an
ROC curve is, the better is the tradeoff between the detection
and false-positive rates. As seen from the figure, by establishing
the defender’s reputation, Algorithm-A HT and Algorithm-A
PD can achieve a significantly better tradeoff than the reference
algorithms HT/PD. In particular, our scheme can detect almost
all attacks with a false-positive rate of only 0.2.

We also tested Algorithm A while varying βA between 0.1
and 0.9. Fig. 5 shows the false-positive rate required to achieve
a detection rate of 90% when βD = 0.5. We observe that the
greater βA is, the fewer are false positives that the defender
will have to generate. By comparing with Fig. 4, we can see
that, even when βA is quite small (e.g., 0.1), Algorithm A still
significantly outperforms the baseline algorithms.

Fig. 6 depicts the comparison between the ROC curves of
Algorithm B and the two reference algorithms (algorithms
HT/PD) when βA = 0.5 and βD = 0.5. This figure concludes
that, even for systems with naïve attackers, our algorithm can
still achieve a substantially better tradeoff than the reference
algorithms when the required detection rate is high. However,
as predicted in Section V-B, such performance improvement is
not as significant as the ones for Algorithm A (shown in Fig. 4)
due to the adversarial knowledge of βD.

We also tested the detection/prevention rate of Algorithm B
by varying the arrival rate of naïve attackers between 0.001
and 0.011. We set βA = 0.5 and βD = 0.5. Fig. 7 shows the

Fig. 7. Performance of Algorithm B with the naïve attacker arrival rate.

Fig. 8. Changes in the defender’s reputation in Algorithms A and B.

detection/prevention rate achieved while maintaining a false-
positive rate of at most 0.35. One can see from the figure that the
smaller the arrival rate is, the higher is the detection/prevention
rate that the defender can achieve. This is consistent with our
intuition discussed in Section V.

D. Execution Process of Algorithms A and B

We now demonstrate the execution process of Algorithms A
and B by showing the change in the defender’s reputation and
strategy over time. Note that such process is independent of
whether the HT or PD algorithm is used underneath.

Fig. 8 depicts the change in the defender’s reputation over
time when naïve attackers exist or do not exist in the system, re-
spectively. We set βA = βD = 0.5 and the insider arrive rate to
be λI = 0.1. To intuitively demonstrate the impact of naïve at-
tackers on the reputation, we set a naïve attacker to arrive at 25 s
since the initialization of the system. One can see from Fig. 8
that, when no naïve attacker exists, the defender’s reputation
will not be broken once established. When naïve attackers do
exist, however, the defender will have to periodically reestablish
its reputation after the reputation is destroyed by an incoming
naïve attacker.

We also validate the change of the expected value of γ (a soft
defender’s tradeoff parameter) over time when naïve attackers
exist or do not exist in the system. Fig. 9 depicts the results
using the same settings as in Fig. 8. When no naïve attacker
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Fig. 9. Change in a soft defender’s tradeoff parameter in Algorithms A and B.

exists in the system, a soft defender can maintain a high value
of γ (and a low false-positive rate) after the establishment of
its reputation. When naïve attackers exist in the system, the
value of γ has to be periodically increased for the purpose of
establishing the reputation again.

VII. RELATED WORK

There exists a significant body of research on anom-
aly detection against insider attacks [4], [5], [23]–[26].
Chinchani et al. [23] proposed a graph-based model for as-
sessing the threats from insider attacks and revealing possible
attacking strategies. Spitzner [25] discussed the possibility of
deploying Honeypot to detect, identify, and gather information
on inside attackers. Ning and Sun [27] addressed the defense
against insider attacks in mobile ad hoc networks. Liu et al. [5]
evaluated the performance of several existing anomaly detec-
tion techniques for detecting insider attacks and demonstrated
the limitation of those techniques. In the document control
domain, Thompson [24] proposed a content-based approach
to detect insider attacks using hidden Markov models, while
Pramanik et al. [26] proposed a security policy that is tailored
for insider attacks. Whyte et al. [28] addressed the detection
of intraenterprise worm (which may be propagated by inside
attackers) based on address resolution. Nonetheless, our work
is the first to exploit the inside attackers’ weakness of being
afraid of detection to improve the tradeoff between detection
and false positives for anomaly detection.

Additionally, the application of game theory has exten-
sively been studied in distributed systems and network security
[6]–[12]. Related to anomaly detection, Alpcan and Basar [11]
conducted a game-theoretic analysis of anomaly detection in
access control systems, while Liu et al. [12] applied game-
theoretic results to anomaly detection in wireless networks. To
model the interactions between the defender and attackers in
anomaly detection, researchers have proposed various game-
theoretic models, including static [14], stochastic [15], [29],
and repeated games [30]. Based on the game-theoretic models,
most existing work focused on the modeling of attackers’
intent, objectives, and strategies, as well as the corresponding
defensive countermeasures. In particular, Buike [30] studied
a model of repeated games in the information warfare with
incomplete information, which is similar to the repeated game
model investigated in this paper. Nonetheless, none of the previ-
ous work has addressed the importance of defender’s reputation

in repeated games and how to properly establish a reputation of
toughness to defend against insider attacks.

Closely related but orthogonal to our work is the extensive
literature on using (potential attackers’) reputation to measure
the trustworthiness of parties in distributed systems such as
peer-to-peer networks [31], [32] and sensor networks [33]. In
these studies, the reputation of a participating party is evaluated
based on its previous activities and determines the degree of
trust the party receives in the future. Compared with these
studies, our work concerns the reputation of toughness of the
defending party, instead of the reputation of trustworthiness of
potential adversaries. Note that the reputation-aware scheme
proposed in this paper is independent of the trustworthiness
evaluation of potential attackers. Thus, the existing trustworthy-
reputation schemes can coexist with our reputation-aware
scheme as independent components.

Furthermore, forming the basis of this paper are theoretical
studies on reputation models and repeated-game-theory-based
models. A particularly interesting result is that, in a chain-
store paradox [16], [34] with one incumbent facing multiple
entrants, the long-term incumbent can (almost) always benefit
from maintaining a reputation of toughness, as long as there
exists a small probability for it to be tough [16]. In this paper,
we apply game theory to formulate the iterative insider attacks
in anomaly detection systems as repeated games and propose
reputation-aware schemes that incorporate game-theoretic re-
sults to improve the performance of anomaly detection.

VIII. FINAL REMARKS

In this paper, we have addressed how to establish the de-
fender’s reputation in anomaly detection against insider attacks.
We have considered smart insiders who learn from the out-
comes of historic attacks to avoid detection and naïve attackers
who blindly launch their attacks and do not care about being
detected. Based on a game-theoretic formulation, we have
proposed two generic reputation-establishment algorithms for
systems consisting of only smart insiders and also those with
both smart insiders and naïve attackers. The theoretical analysis
and the performance evaluation indicate that our algorithms can
significantly improve the tradeoff between the detection rate
and the false positive rate. As part of our future work, we are
investigating the establishment of the defender’s reputation in a
broader range of applications such as anonymous communica-
tion and distributed data sharing systems.
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